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“BBQ and Barchu”

Fridays, July 21 and August 25

5:30 PM Pre-Shabbat Barbecue
August 25 - Keter Shem Tov Award
See Inside For All The Details!

Temple Beth Abraham
July 1 is not the
religious or cultural
new year in Jewish
life. But thanks to
fiscal years and organizational needs,
I always have this Rabbi Spira-Savett
extra new year. To you, it might be
summer and slow-down time. But
for me, July 1 is always yet another
time of renewal.
This year, July 1 is special for me
because it marks a new start. I am
overjoyed to know that I will be here as
your rabbi for another period of time.
Once again, we’ve committed to each
other to bring the everyday goodness
of Judaism into all of our lives, and to
invent a new Jewish future that reaches
more people in new ways.
I was recently sent a copy of the
very first bulletin column I ever pub-
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An Honor Once Again
lished here, nine years ago. (Okay,
it was my father who sent it to me!)
I remember banging it out on the
hotel computer in Washington, DC,
as we were on our way to Nashua
from Atlanta.

And I didn’t have to read it to remember what I wrote. I reflected on
my first visit for an interview, and
how I asked if I could have some
time alone to sit in the Sanctuary.
I stood on the bimah, looking out.
I sat in the pews, in various places.
In the front rows, and all the way
in the back. In the middle by the
aisle, and off to the side.
I wanted to think about who everyone might be in our community.
Those who, like me, have been in the
center of Jewish life forever, and those
who see themselves on the margins.

It’s a ritual I repeat before Rosh Hashanah every year. With the back wall
opened up, I sit in the very farthest
rows as well as in the front section.
I try to see what Judaism looks like
from every vantage point, from every
place you might be.
I’m pretty sure in that first column
I said that we didn’t have to see each
other in the Sanctuary for me to be
your rabbi. I would meet you for
coffee, I would humiliate myself in
the gym. I’ve been making good on
that, too, setting myself up in coffee
places every month all over our area.
As a rabbi, I am rooted in traditions
of Shabbat, Torah study, and singing
together in prayer. Those rooms and
tables have been good in my life,
and in the life of my whole family.
I’m determined to invite you to
(Continued on the following page …)

Some Good News
I am very pleased
to announce that
Rabbi Jon SpiraSavett has accepted
our offer of a new
five-year contract. I
President
would like to thank
Michael Harris
all those who came
out to the annual meeting of the
congregation to support approval
of the contract; to the members of
the Clergy Committee, who worked
with the Rabbi to develop the contract; to Bill Barry, who performed
the legal review; to the Board of
Directors, which provided guidance
and approved the contract; and of
course, to the Rabbi, who agreed to

remain as the spiritual leader of our
community. Yeshar koah to all who
helped make this happen!
I would like to extend a big welcome
to our new officers and members of
the Board of Directors including
Richard Cohen, Assistant Treasurer;
Eileen Freedman, Director; Matthew
Lee, Director; and David Sacks, who
was elected to a second term as Director. I would also like to thank our
retiring members of the Board of Directors Yami Baker and Sharon Weiss.
Thank you for your contributions.
The congregation also approved a
change to the bylaws that provides
for a seat on the Board of Directors
for the newly affiliated Jewish Men’s
Club of Southern New Hampshire.
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As a special surprise, members of
the congregation who came to the
annual meeting were the first to view
the four newly installed stained-glass
windows of the Twelve Tribes series
(Reuven, Shimon, Gad and Zebulon). Two more, Yehuda and Yosef,
are being fabricated this summer.
That leaves Dan, Naphtali, Issachar
and Benyamin. A big thank you to
Ruth Harris for the design, to the
Interior Committee for conceiving of and overseeing the project,
and to the families who generously
stepped forward to sponsor the first
eight windows. If you would like to
sponsor one of the four remaining
windows please contact either Ruth
(Continued on the following page …)

An Honor Once Again continued…

join me there, to join other people
who find wisdom and learning and
transformation there.
And I realize, too, that my own
Judaism is the result of my own
choices. So I am unceasingly curious
about yours. What your Jewish story
has been, or where you’d like it to
start or continue. There are many
ways to live a Jewish life that taps
into our historical wisdom, that has
a rhythm, that connects you to others, that helps you change the world.
I’m fascinating by all those paths.
Sometimes, I think of Judaism as an
“open-source” project. We all have
access to a set of codes and tools,

and we can make all kinds of things
out of them. Sometimes, I think of
Judaism the way Tina Fey talks about
improv. The rule of “Yes, and” – you
bring me something, and I accept,
and challenge you to add more.
I have certainties, I have ideas, and
I have questions. I’m comfortable
with all three, and I’m impatient
all the same. I want to make a difference.
This is a special community. When
I go out to conferences, I brag on
us. For the combination of haimishness, creativity, getting the most out
of scarce resources, and the New
Hampshire sense of civic power. This

Some Good News continued…

Harris or Elaine Brody, chair of
the Interior Committee. Let’s get
this done.
This 4th of July, our very own
Raymond Street Klezmer band
will be offering a FREE concert at
the 20th anniversary celebration of
the Shapiro House at Strawberry
Banke in Portsmouth. There will
be many activities for children of
all ages. There will be a swearing in
ceremony for new citizens earlier in
the day and the program chosen by
the band will emphasize immigrant
songs. A totally different program
will be featured by the band when
they play at Greely Park in Nashua
on August 16 at 7:00 PM. In the
past, many congregants have come
with picnics to this FREE outdoor

concert and we have had minyan at
the park. A most enjoyable outing.
They will also be performing in Jaffrey on the Town Green on July 26
at 7:00 PM.
As in the past, this summer the
Ritual Committee will be sponsoring two BBQ and Barchu evening
minyans. The first one will be on July
21, the second will be on the 25th of
August, at which time we will also
be honoring this year’s recipient of
the Keter Shem Tov award. You can
sign up for these events online. We
look forward to seeing you there.
Have a safe and happy summer!

			
		

שלום וברכה
Michael Harris
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is a sweet community, and also a
community of impact. We do things
here that other Jewish places, even
large ones, can and do envy.
It is a privilege to do my rabbi-ing
here. I’ve learned and grown, as a
professional and a person. But I
still feel fresh, and I still think of
myself as the new rabbi. I believe our
coming years will be even sweeter
and even better. Thank you for the
opportunity and the trust. May it
be a good year for all of us. May we
do great things together.
		 L’shalom,
		

Rabbi Jon

High Holy Day
Break Fast and
Flower Sponsors
Needed

Every year following Ne’ilah services at the end of Yom Kippur
(September 30 this year) Sisterhood
prepares a Break Fast for the congregation. Flowers for the sanctuary
and chapel (youth service) on both
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are
also provided by Sisterhood.
If you are interested in sponsoring the Yom Kippur Break Fast or
in sponsoring flowers for either of
both high holy days, please contact Diane Toth (cell 661-6157,
home 943-7844, or email ditoth@
comcast.net). Both the Break Fast
and flower sponsorships may be
shared by multiple families. This
is a wonderful way to remember
someone or to honor someone for
a special occasion.

Services and Community

July/August
Service Schedule

Services are held every Friday
evening at 8:00 PM (unless otherwise
noted), Saturday at 9:30 AM and
Monday –Thursday at 7:30 PM.

SPECIAL EVENT SERVICES
July 14 & 15
Kaden Garnick Bar Mitzvah
July 21
BBQ 5:30 & Borchu 7:00 PM
Service
Monday July 31
Tisha B’Av Services 8:00 PM
August 25
BBQ 5:30 & Borchu & 7:00 PM
service
Keter Shem Tov Award festivities
Oneg, Kiddush and Flower
Sponsors
July 14 & 15
Kelly & Kevin Garnick in honor
of their son, Kaden’s Bar Mitzvah

Chesed Committee

The Chesed Committee, under the
auspices of TBA Sisterhood, helps
families in times of loss or illness. We
have arranged for meals after funerals,
and have cooked and delivered food
to families who are suffering from
serious illness or are in mourning.
We are grateful for any monetary
contributions as well as time spent
cooking meals. Contact the office to
contribute in any way you can.

Interested in
Chanting Torah or
Haftarah?

Kaden Garnick
Bar Mitzvah

Hi, I’m
Kaden Garnick, son of
Kevin and
Kelly Garnick. I will
be called to
the Torah as
a Bar Mitzvah on July
15. My parsha, Pinchas, contains
several different stories that happen
just before the Jewish people enter
Israel. I look forward to telling you
my thoughts about this reading and
the haftarah during my D’var Torah.
For my Bar Mitzvah project I am
volunteering at the Nashua Soup
Kitchen and Hope for Recovery.
I want to thank Rabbi Jon, Mrs.
Scharf, and especially my parents
and grandparents for all their help
getting me ready for this special day.
My family has been a part of Temple
Beth Abraham since before I was
born. I am one of four children –
Kyle and Kerry have already been
through this process. I will be helping Kory learn his haftarah in a few
years. I am active in the boy scouts
and love to cook. I spend most of
my time focused on my interest in
theater. I spend my summers with
the Peacock Players and act in the
school plays during the year. Hopefully, my theater experience will
make it easier to “remember my
lines.” I’m hoping that the Temple
congregation will come for services,
the luncheon and klezmer band/
dancing afterwards.
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Community News

Condolences to:
• Judy Miller & family on the loss
of her husband, Steve Miller
• Joseph Foster on the loss of his
beloved mother, Laura Foster
Best Wishes to:
• Kenneth Brown & family on
Logan’s Bar Mitzvah
• Carol & Phil Levy on the marriage of son, Eric to Emily Eddey
• Lorraine & Brandon Kalp on
the birth & naming of daughter,
Gabriella Lydia Kalp
• Kevin & Kelly Garnick & family on Kaden’s Bar Mitzvah
• Debbie & Marty & Michelle
Rothberg on the marriage of
son/brother, Stuart Rothberg to
Jennifer Walton
To all those people in our community
who are ill we wish you a complete &
speedy recovery.

Contact Stan Juda (888-8731) to
select a Haftarah, or Rabbi Jon for
a Torah reading assignment.
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Education and Programming

Religious School Recap
Summer is finally here! I imagine
as you read this, some of you are
sending your children off to summer
camps. Others are getting
ready for family vacations.
I, too, will take
a vacation in
July. But for the
month of June
I am continu- Director of Education
Family Engagement
ing to work on and Noreen
Leibson
closing out this
past year and planning for next year.
And what a year it has been. I am
deeply humbled by our students and
their teachers. Whenever the clock
struck 3:45, a buzz began to fill
the building. There was a palpable
energy, most of which got channeled
into learning.
At this time I would like to thank
our teachers for their dedication to
teaching and leading the students in
active learning. One characteristic
all of our teachers have in common
is a strong commitment to their students – your children. Each faculty
member cares about each student
and has made it her or his goal to

Yavneh For a Day
Calling all prospective campers want to have a go in the gaga pit?
Try your hand at loom? Splash in
the agam? Then join us on July 9th
10-1:30 PM for Yavneh for a Day
to see what makes Yavneh so special.
Children will participate in sports,
art, music and dance and have a
chance to tour camp facilities. A
delicious camp lunch is included.
For more information call 603-

meet the learning needs of each and
every student. With kavod, honor,
I share their names:
Jessie Mocle
Michelle Rothberg
Rina Scharf
Jordana Wasylyshyn
Alex Bonneau
Rabbi Jon Spira-Savett
Darlene Drutman
Julieann Hazard
Alan Green
Eitan Zeira
I would also like to recognize our
madrichim for making the time in
their busy schedules to assist at the
school. Each teen was a positive role
model for the students. It means a
lot to see that post-7th graders care
about learning. This has a very positive effect on our younger students.
Thank you to:
Ari Friedman
Naomi Goodman

Eli Feldman
Emet Baker
Sarah Becker
Lela Spira-Savett
Anne Sherman
I would like to share that Naomi
Goodman will be headed off to college in the fall. She will be attending
University of Michigan. We are
excited for her as she moves forward
in her academic journey. I know she
will be a stellar addition to the Class
of 2021! Mazal Tov, Naomi.
Looking ahead, here are some
important dates for you.
Thursday, September 7 – First day
of weekday classes
Sunday, September 10 – First day
of Sunday school
Saturday, September 16 – Welcome
Back Havdalah
For now, I wish each of you a
wonderful summer. Enjoy! Explore!
Relax!

Michael Friedman

			

L’shalom

Jonah Savage

			

Noreen

Ben Vig

Camp Yavneh News
942-5593, visit our website at www.
campyavneh.org or send us an email
at info@campyavneh.org to register.
Family Camp At Yavneh
Kosher family vacations don’t have
to break the bank! Get out of the city
and spend time in the great outdoors
with your family and friends. If you
enjoy amazing activities - like the
fishing tournament, challah baking,
wine tasting and tie dye shirt making
along with eating delicious kosher
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food and spending quality Shabbat time with family and friends,
then Family Camp at Yavneh can’t
be missed! Spaces are filling so act
quick! And as an added bonus you
don’t have to do laundry or cook
for five whole days! August 23rd 27th, with pre-camp beginning on
August 21. For more information
call 603-942-5593, visit our website
at www.campyavneh.org or send
Efrat Assulin an email at efrat@
campyavneh.org to register.

Education and Fundraising

Temple Beth Abraham Student Recognition May 2017
A long-standing tradition at the
Religious School is to recognize
students for a variety of accomplishments that go above and beyond
what is required of them during the
school year. We choose to celebrate
our students on Shavuot. Shavuot
is one of the Three Pilgrimage Festivals. Biblically it is known as the
Festival of the Harvest and the First
Fruits. It was a time in the yearly
cycle when Israelites would bring
their first fruits of the harvest to the
Temple. A central spiritual theme
for Shavuot is the anniversary of
the Giving of Torah at Mount Sinai.
Both of these ideas lend themselves
so poignantly to our students. They
have been receiving Torah (the
meaning of Torah here is intended to
capture all of their learning) through
their classes, and they certainly are
our “first fruits” in that each is ripe
with the sweetness of learning. So as
we celebrate the receiving of Torah,
it is truly fitting that we celebrate
our children.
While all of our students have demonstrated growth in their knowledge
and skills, a few have achieved
other goals this year. Students in
grades Gimel - Vav who attended
18 or more Shabbat and Holidays
services during the school year earn
the “Chai Award”. Chai means life
and also represents the number 18.
These students are:
Aaron Ebersman
Kory Garnick
Moriah Rezaoui
Zachariah Rezaoui
Hannah Rothenberg
Benjamin Rothenberg
Jodi Watterson

The “Keter Ivrit Award”, meaning The Crown of Hebrew, is given
to students who complete a packet
of prayers outside of school. The
purpose of this reading program is
to increase their Hebrew reading
proficiency through Hebrew reading
practice at home, to become more
familiar with specific prayers in our
services, and to increase their prayer
skills. Students who take this on will
practice reading a page and then
read that page to their parents, then
to their teacher and finally to the
director of the school. Each packet
contains 10 pages, one per month.
Upon completion of the Keter Ivrit
Program folder, students will receive
a special key chain to which links will
be added each year in recognition
for their accomplishment.
1st year
Zachariah Rezaoui
Hannah Rothenberg
2nd year
Eli Goodman
Rebekah Savage
Jodi Watterson
“The Porter Award” is conferred
upon students in Gimel through
Zayin. Many years ago, the daughters of Philip Porter established the
Porter Awards as a way to perpetually honor Philip Porter. He loved
Temple Beth Abraham and its
families. He especially admired the
children of the synagogue.
Ellen Zucker, a granddaughter of
Philip Porter wrote: “Unlike many
awards, this one is different. You
don’t have to be the one who reads
Hebrew the fastest. You can be that
person but you can also be:
The one who made the greatest
progress throughout the year
7

The one who showed understanding of Jewish values and practiced it
The one who showed his/her Jewishness through the arts
The one who always was trying and
never gave up”
2017-2018 Recipients
Moriah Rezaoui – Gimel
Sarinah Spira-Savett – Dalet
Hannah Rothenberg – Hai
David Stafford – Vav
Ethan Ebersman - Zayin
To all of our students I would like
to say, Yasher kochechem, may your
strength be enriched, and may you
continue to be a blessing in your life,
in the lives of your family, and in the
lives of the people of our community.

FUNDRAISING
CAMPAIGN
UPDATE
The members of the Fundraising
Committee would like to heartily
extend our thanks to those congregants who contributed to this year’s
Annual Appeal. We are pleased to
announce that we have received
over $40,000 in donations to meet
the needs of our congregation. Your
generous support is what makes our
synagogue the strong and vibrant
community that it is.
There is still time to donate before
our fiscal year closes and we will
also recognize all donors in the next
Bulletin.
From all of us on the Fundraising
Committee to each of you, Todah
Rabbah -- thank you very much!

Opinions and Education and Programming

Something to Think About

A few days ago I had
lunch with a woman I
don’t know very well.
She is a peripheral
member of the Jewish community, and Elaine Brody
I want her to be an
active member. It turns out she was
active many years ago. When a tragic
event changed her life, she did not
get the support she expected from
the synagogue community, and
she felt marginalized. Recently she
had more difficulty and I reached
out to see if I could be of any help.
She declined any assistance, but appreciated my offer. I kept in contact
regularly with encouraging messages

on social media and added a name to
the misheberach list for her. It wasn’t
much, but she is so appreciative. We
spent our lunch learning about each
other’s lives. Ups, downs, interests,
work, kids, grandkids, siblings…
families and foibles.
I know more now than I did before lunch. I know that going up
to someone you don’t know and
introducing yourself is important. I
know that reaching out to someone
you hardly know can be its own
reward. Consider that the other
person may just not be ready to be
open. Leave a brief personal message
on their social media page. It could
open a door you didn’t expect. And

I know that sometimes you reach
out and that overture is rejected.
Or someone accepts your offer and
then takes advantage of you. Doing
good is a risky business.
Bringing people from the periphery to the center of Jewish life is
important. If you know someone
who might be on the edge looking
for a way in, make an overture. You
don’t have to be a best friend. Just
be welcoming.
As usual, it’s just something to
think about. Have a great summer!
			

L’hitraot,

			

Elaine

Coming Events and Programming
Brought to You by the Lifelong Learning Committee
Read the weekly Shabbat announcements and emails for news on summer events and programs!
BABKA - No BABKA in July or August.
Interested in Learning Talmud?
Have you ever wanted to know what’s really in the Talmud, other than quotes in sermons? What topics does it cover, how does it work, who were the rabbis who are sometimes called “The Rabbis” in capital letters? Merle Carrus and
Rabbi Jon are developing an idea for a series that would explore particular pages in the Talmud that debate important
Jewish ideas and show how the Talmud works as a distinct and unique kind of text. If you would be interested in
participating on a series of Shabbat afternoons, in the summer and/or the fall, talk to either Merle or Rabbi Jon.
Ongoing:
Rabbijon.net and @TBARav
Teachings on the weekly Torah reading and current events through a Jewish lens, podcasts, and music.
Rabbi Jon’s high holy day sermons are posted.
JTS Torah Online

The Jewish Theological Seminary’s extensive online Torah resources reflect today’s most compelling conversations,
research, and teaching from leaders in Jewish study—all available for learners around the world to explore and enjoy.
Go to http://www.jtsa.edu/jts-torah-online to explore the archive or to subscribe to “Torah from JTS”.

Have Ideas? Want to Help? Join Our Committee!
Contact Jeff Masors at lifelonglearning@tbanashua.org or Rabbi Jon at rabbi@tbanashua.org.

Contribute to the Elizabeth Fischer Memorial Fund to support TBA’s ongoing scholarly and cultural special programming.
Consider sponsoring a specific speaker/event or the food for an event. Contact the office or Rabbi Jon.
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Community

JANE GOODMAN TO RECEIVE THE KETER SHEM TOV AWARD
In Pirkei Avot, we learn that there
are three crowns: Torah, Priesthood,
and Kingship, but the Crown of a
Good Name is above them all. The
Keter Shem Tov Award, the Crown
of a Good Name, is a recognition
of a congregant who has shown outstanding selfless contributions to our
community as well as the secular community above and beyond the norm.
Please join us at our BBQ (see details
below) and for services on August 25
as we honor and present Jane Goodman with this special award.
Jane has shown her leadership in
so many aspects of our community.
She has served on the Rabbi Search
Committee, and on the committee
that hired a Director of Education.
She chaired the School Committee
and helped it transition from only
a PTA-style committee planning
events and fundraisers, to a committee meeting the challenges of
curriculum and goals, reaching out
to families to talk about how to best
achieve those goals. On that committee, Jane set a standard for both
hard work, and for asking the hardto-ask questions. Jane also headed up
some of our most successful music
and fundraising Starry Night events.
She served on the Strategic Planning
Committee, and is involved each
year in providing the Purim Baskets
through the school.
As an adult Jane learned to chant
Haftarah, and has read several times
on Yom Kippur. She has organized
involvement for the annual CROP
Walk, and is part of our Zimria Choir.
Jane has been part of the Social Committee and the Sisterhood, as well as
the Board of Directors and the Rabbi
Liaison Committee. She is often in
the Temple kitchen, cooking and

baking for events of the Synagogue
and other families’ smachot. She has
also volunteered at the Nashua Soup
Kitchen. Jane served on the Dollars
for Scholars Committee at the Hollis/
Brookline High School, providing
scholarships for deserving seniors.
She is respected by her peers as they
cite her for guidance and as a role
model for effectiveness, leadership
and commitment.

the credibility to set an example and
talk to other parents about how to
integrate Jewish living and education
with their otherwise busy schedules.

This sweet, young woman is an
example of a traditional, spiritual,
and committed way of life that those
around her admire. We are proud
to honor her with the Keter Shem
Tov Award with recognition of her
exemplary life. She truly epitomizes
Jane has always worked in public one whose good name is synonymous
health, and currently serves as the with dedication, integrity, and Jewish
Program Manager for Breathe NH, values. Yasher Koach!
a respiratory health organization in
NH. With all that Jane has done for
the community, she would probably
tell you her greatest achievements
have been as wife to Bill, and as a
mother to Ben, Naomi, Joel and Eli.
Her children have been madrichim
in our Hebrew School, and have
pursued their own Jewish learning
after Bar and Bat Mitzvah. She has

“BBQ and Barchu”
Fridays, July 21 and August 25
5:30 PM Pre-Shabbat Barbecue
$9 per adult, $6 per child, free, 5 and under,
7:00 PM Outdoor Shabbat Evening Service
Come anytime from 5:30 on for a preShabbat barbecue and Jewish music. Stay
for candlelighting and a rousing, singing
Shabbat evening service outside, followed
by Shabbat table rituals (kiddush and motzi
blessings) and dessert. Invite friends!
Please RSVP by Tuesday for Friday’s dinner.
No RSVP necessary for services.
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Brought to you by the Lifelong Learning Committee – Written by Linda S Trapasso

Got Millennials?
Let’s start by defining the generations. According to an article at
The Atlantic, these are the last six
generations:
The Greatest Generation is the
people that fought and died in
World War II and this generation
ended when the war ended in 1945.
Baby Boomers are the generation
that falls within 1946 to 1964.
Generation X is within the timeframe of 1965 to 1984.
Generation Y is not real – it
overlaps Gen X and Millennials.
Millennials are those born in 1982
through approximately 2004.
There is no designation yet for those
born since 2004, though some call
it Generation Z.
Who are these Millennials and why
is it so important to engage them?
(Want to Engage Millennials in
Jewish Life? article). By 2020 Millennials will make up a third of the
adult population in America and
by 2025 they will make up 75%
of the American workforce. Study
after study continue to show that
Millennials are very much value
driven; in some ways, far more than
the previous two generations. Their
idealism is manifest in their choices
of products, jobs, and lifestyle.
What most sets Millennials apart
is the way they communicate. Their
preference is to curate their own
lives, packaging their experience
and presenting different versions
of themselves to different constituencies. And one other noteworthy
characteristic: Millennials are gam-

ers. By age 21, the average young
person will have spent some 10,000
hours playing online games. So
they are fluent in the language of
games, game theory, rules, and visual
stimulation (Three Ways to Connect to
Jewish Millennials article). Whatever
they do, it needs to jive with their
digital personas.
So the question is how do we engage
this cohort – which does not follow
the same norms as other cohorts – in
traditional Jewish community life?
The good news is that study after
study proves that when young
people are involved in meaningful
Jewish experiences during their
teenage years, they are much more
likely to be active, lifelong members
of the Jewish community. And yet,
the bad news is that as far as we have
come, we still have a long way to go
before we fully address the disturbing fact that in most communities,
an estimated 80% of Jewish teens
drop out of Jewish life after their
b’nai mitzvah (Jim Joseph Foundation article).
Millennials want to understand
what good it does for them; they want
to know why they are doing this and
what personal touch it might have.
They will not just join a synagogue
because they are Jewish; for them,
joining needs to mean being part
of something. We need to focus on
what the takeaway can be for them.
Loyalty to the past and a sense of
communal responsibility are no
longer motivators. The motivator
is being part of a larger project that
does something for you. Teens and
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Millennials today are looking for
more direct meaning and relevance
in their lives (New Jersey Jewish
News article).
Another important thing about
Millennials is that they also need to
be recognized for their individuality;
they need to realize how making
this particular choice affects who
they are.
For example, today instead of having 1 pushka, they would need at least
5 pushkas, as well as an explanation
of how they differ and how each one
might cater to what they personally
value. They need more choices, and
also their personal space. They don’t
want to do everything with others.
This should not be a threat or detract
from Jewish life involvement. Not
every Jewish function needs to be
in a crowded room. There can be
more options for phone or FaceTime
chavruta, individual meditation and
prayer, listening to online classes,
and individual chessed (acts of kindness) projects. Service increasingly
is a central part of lives for Jewish
Millennials; often it is the primary
way they engage in Jewish life and
learning (Jim Joseph Foundation
3 article).
Let’s make more opportunities
for Millennials (and teens) to step
into leadership roles in the Jewish
community. This applies not only to
programs for them specifically, but
across all of our organizations. Invite
them to have internships, take on
board positions, attend and speak at
conferences, contribute their voice
(Continued on the following page …)

Community
Got Millennials continued…

to writing projects, and help plan
and lead new initiatives. We must
remember to see Millennials and
teens not as “leaders of the future”
but rather as “leaders of today” (Jim
Joseph Foundation 2 article).
By giving them leadership roles,
and making sure they are included
in the programming and shaping
of different initiatives, they will be
engaged in the planning and “sitting
around the table” (eJewish Philanthropy article). By establishing
a framework in which Millennials
can come together and contribute
what they actually know best and
care about, organizations can create a dedicated following of young
Jewish Americans.

Jewish organizations are stuck in a
rut. And while it might not be any
fault of their own, the time has come
to shed unsuccessful approaches.
An innovative strategy toward
Millennial engagement should be
adopted – one that enables meaningful contribution, 21st century
community, and inspires young
Jewish Americans to stay involved.
Provide people with an opportunity
to contribute whatever they’d like,
however they’d like. This is good for
the whole community, not just Millennials and teens (How to Engage

Let’s host “gatherings” and not
“events.” Jewish organizations
should be a real community – one
that hosts happy hours, potlucks,
Shabbat dinners, informative lectures, roundtables about Israel, and
trips to the farmer’s market. We
need to feel more like a community
and less like an organization that’s
hosting an event (How to Engage
Jewish Millennials blog).
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Jewish Millennials blog).
And more important than anything, be warm, welcoming, and
genuine in your interactions with
Millennials and teens. As New Englanders, we often are characterized
as cold. But the Millennials I’ve
engaged with are open and warm,
and looking to participate in some
way to make a difference in their
lives and their communities. Let’s
open the door and invite them in!

Community
Yahrzeits July 14 & 15 continued…

During Friday evening and Saturday morning services,
Memorial prayers will be recited for the following:
June 30 & July 1
Karen Dimand, sister of Mark Dickens
Abraham Shapiro, father of Arlene Shapiro
Donald Grass, father of Steven Grass
Lee Levine, mother of Mark & Jeffrey Levine
Abraham Siegal, father of Bertha Zall
Lisbeth Behar, mother of Gabrielle Green
Eva Cohen, aunt of Shirley Lelchuk
Rhoda Masors, mother of Jeffrey Masors
Ruth Weitberg, mother of Robin Rubin
Joseph Zall, husband of Bertha Zall
Frederick Cohen, father of Diana Stern
Ross Silverberg, nephew of Miles Levine
Fanny Sharpe		
Henry Kessler
Irving Klein		
Harry Lappe
Ida Wolfson		
Seymour Bedrick
Isaac Shamash		
Murray Finkelstein
July 7 & 8
Vera Sznycer, mother of Liliane Sznycer
Leo Eliezer Roemer, father of Hyman Romer
Perry Skorton, father of Debra Rothberg
Wendy Meltzer, sister of Lauren Donovan
Morris Kaplan, father-in-law of Carol Kaplan
Neil Goren, husband of Rochelle Goren, & father of
Tammy Bryant
Max Cohen, father of Philip Cohen
Minnie Schanzer, mother of Herbert Shanzer
Abe Taub, grandfather of Abner Taub
John Benjamin Reubens, father of Jean Lorrey
Albert Benjamin Behar, father of Gabrielle Green
Harry Savett, grandfather of Rabbi Jonathan Spira-Savett
Rose Siderer, grandmother of Robin Golub
Pearson Hunt, father of David Hunt
Gerald Zabell		
Annie Brown
Louis Kates		
Samuel Kaufman
Minette Brumberg Wilson
Evelyn Winograd
Linda Stein
Hy Frankel		
Sarah E. Slawsby
July 14 & 15
Anne Levine, friend of Gabriele Zeira
Adelle Boise, mother of Gwen Gordon

Jerry Feldman, father of Sharon Weiss
Osias Schwartz, father of Reghina Scharf, &
grandfather of Atara Kirsh
Arnold Mann, father of Carol Mann-Cohen
Samuel Zall, father-in-law of Bertha Zall
Irving Levine, father of Miles Levine
Delano McPherson Mosher, mother of Lisa Porter
Ann Waldman, mother of Leonard Waldman &
Naomi Steinberg
Gertrude R. Greenstone, mother of Harris P. Greenstone
Lynne Myers, sister of Philip Levy
Paul Zavod, uncle of David Fox
Albert Schoenberger, father of Kerry Schneider
Neal Finklestein, brother of Mark Finkelstein
Beatrice Schanler, mother of Eileen Beckhardt Freedman
Carrie Dickens, daughter of Mark & Sandy Dickens
Samuel R. Goldman		
Ralph W. Cushing
Jacob D. Schuster		
Ida Kessler
Beatrice M. Garber		
Charles Simberg
Harry Heckman		
Leo A. Kesslen
Morris D. Stein		
Maurice Mirsky
July 21 & 22
Joseph Zevin, grandfather of Sam Brest
Chaggai Lev, cousin of Elaine Brody
Benjamin Little, father of Henrietta Freedman
Michael Rubin, grandfather of David Deifik
Sylvia Meltzer, mother of Stephen Meltzer
David Sidransky, grandfather of Daniel Becker
Ruth Grosky, mother of Richard Grosky
Rabbi Bela Fischer		
Hume Feivelewitz
Celia Saller			
Samuel Nusenoff
Steven Kamensky		
Hilary Lederfajn
Joseph S. Kaufman		
Gloria Weisberg
Simon Sharpe			
Elizabeth Kamenske
July 28 & 29
Isidor Manheim, father of Jerry Manheim
Martin Richmond, great uncle of Todd Porter
Joe Boise, father of Gwen Boise
Naomi Katzenstein, aunt of Karl Schenker
Hedwig Bornstein, grandmother of Liliane Sznycer
Gabriel Kern, father-in-law of Sheryl Rich-Kern
Anita Weber, mother of Jonathan Weber
James Shapero, brother of Laura Thomson
Betty Adams, mother of Jeffrey Adams
William Green, father of David Green
(Continued on the following page …)
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Yahrzeits July 28 & 29 continued…

Yahrzeits August 11 & 12 continued…

Michael Linder, father of Rosely Cohen
David Gross, brother of Deni Oven
Robert A . Rosenberg, brother of Tobey Kaplan
Anne Stearns, sister of Marsha Geyer
Allan Silber, husband of Dorothy Silber
Charlotte Dobin Belle Freedman Benjamin Canner
Nancy Katz
Alex Nassauer David Sklar
Melvin S. Weinberg Theresa Frances Rudman
Anita Tulkoff Lederfajn
August 4 & 5

Mel Leibson, father of Noreen Leibson
Sylvia Trugman, mother of Ann Ackerman
Robert Ferman Rebecca Levenson Hattie Sharpe
Nina Farrer
August 18 & 19
Family of Sam Horowitz, father-in-law of Laura Horowitz
Stanley Liebling, father of Mark Liebling
Walter Bloom, father of Carol Kaplan
Henry David Treitel, father of Nancy Moore, Deb
Noiseux & Bob Treitel
Yehuda Lev, father of Ariela Gragg
Mary Dawson, aunt of Paul Franks
Bertram Grollman, father of Ira Grollman
Jessie Long, grandmother of Steven Grass
Jacob Schachter, father of Ruth Ginsburg
Abraham Etscovitz, father of Laura Horowitz
Abraham Etscovitz, father of Jane Goldsmith
Aaron Shpindler, father of Moshe Shpindler
Stella Leitner, grandmother of Karl Schenker
Irving Schiff, father of Howard F. Schiff
Jules Gertler Jacob Brown
Rosalyn Davis
Klara Sklar
Morris R. Davis Rebecca Shamash
Frances Klein
August 25 & 26

Nathan Chmelnitsky, great-grandfather of Rabbi
Jonathan Spira-Savett
Dr. Max H. Shyavitz, father of Joel Shyavitz
Betty Leonard, mother of Seth Leonard
Allan Kern, friend of Dr. Daniel Becker
Marilyn Prolman, wife of Earl Prolman
Omer A Guillemette, stepfather of Debra Sack
Irving Kraus, father of Ann Fabian
Joseph Freedman Sr., father-in-law of Henrietta
Freedman
Samuel Schulman, father of Laura Schenkman
Ruth Wittenberg, cousin of Liliane Sznycer
Leonard Fein, father of Rachel Davidson
Isaac Stearns, father of Marsha Geyer
Molly Drillings, mother of Martin Rothberg
Abraham Davis Matthew Menns Esther Osofsk
Henry Yelgin
Maurice Shapiro

Louis Cooper, father of Marsha Feder
Sylvia Wolfe, mother of Richard Wolfe
Sonia Rayman, mother of Florence Silver
Alan Lester, brother of George Lester
Sally Rosenberg, mother of Tobey Kaplan
Richard Horowitz, husband of Laura Horowitz
Sarah Klayman, mother of Betty Tobias
Harry Jacobson, father of Avis Greenstone
Pauline Kadushin, mother of Helen Feder
Jacob Scharf, husband of Reghina Scharf, & father of
Atara Kirsh
Edna Gelman, mother of Haywood Gelman
Goldie Gorodetsky, mother-in-law of Rochelle Goren
Bernard Pally, father of Sandy Greenbaum
A. Orin Leonard, father of Seth Leonard
William Golub, father of Larry Golub
Jack Kirsh, father of Robert Kirsh
Rose Horowitz, mother-in-law of Laura Horowitz
Bertram Eichel, father of Leigh Eichel
Nathan Issokson, father of Carol Levy
Peggy Sproul, sister of Nancy Cantor
Bessie Springer
Simon Cohen
Maurice Schwartz
Arline Kasok

August 11 & 12
Sid Finklestein, father of Mark Finkelstein
James Russell, brother of Colleen Lillstrang
Bessie Fabian, mother of Martin Fabian
Yetta Nadel, grandmother of Sharon Weiss
Frances Kessler Dibner, sister of Marcia Weiss
Harriet Farber, mother of Sandra Gaffney
Robert Vega, father of Robert Vega
Paul Weber, brother of Jonathan Weber
Philip Karlsberg, grandfather of Lauren Donovan
Rhoda Upson-Betts, mother of Rosalind Sandler
Herman Farrer, grandfather of Abner Taub
Rachel Wagenberg, mother of Dr. Howard S. Wagenberg
Edward Budnitz, father of Albee Budnitz
Alfred Baker, father of Iyamoro Baker
Rudolph Ackerman, father-in-law of Ann Ackerman
Albert Schanzer, father of Herbert Shanzer
Nina Farrer, cousin of Abner Taub
Rosalyn Lewis, sister of Arlene Shapiro
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
Your Contributions

Yahrzeit Donations
Dotty Silber for father-in-law, Max Silber
Howard Price for in-laws, Temma & Sol Rubenstein
Rich Shapiro for mother-in-law, Thelma Haris
Karl Schenker for grandmother, Sura Schenker, &
aunt, Lisl Schoen
Mark Liebling for mother, Irma Badillo
Bob Treitel for mother, Lotte Treitel
Nancy Dorner for father, Selwyn Ekman
David Helfman for parents, Minnie & Mack Helfman
Sam Rosenzweig for mother, Clara Rosenzweig
Kathy Eisenberg for father, Gordon McGill
Steven Haime for mother, Muriel Racenstein & great
grandfather, Solomon Freedman
Joel Shyavitz for mother, Lillian Shyavitz
Bill Barry for father, William Barry
Jeff Masors for mother, Rhoda Masors
Marsha Geyer for mother, Lillian Stearns
George Kessler for grandmother, Ida Shapiro
Jill Harkaway for father, Aaron Harkaway

GENERAL FUND

DONORS

Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman
Eileen & Ben Freedman
Shirley Lelchuk
Shirley Lelchuk
Harriet & Herb Shanzer
Harriet & Herb Shanzer
Carole & Joel Shyavitz

DONORS

Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman
Ann Ackerman
Eileen & Ben Freedman
Mara & Gary Friedman
Jane & Bill Goodman
Shirley Lelchuk
Diane Toth
Marcia & Ron Weiss

IN HONOR OF
Alex Spira-Savett
Ben Gorelick
Nathan Weisman
Rachael Labitt
Eric Levy wedding
Alex Spira-Savett
Jonah Sacks
Shari Perelmuter
Alex Spira-Savett
Shari Perelmuter

IN MEMORY OF

Eleanor Paisner
Laura Foster
Alan, Ronni &
Wendy Karlsberg
Selma Pastor
Rita Barron
Rita Barron
Eleanor Paisner
Eleanor Paisner
Selma Pastor

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Ruth Carey, Charlotte Macdonald, John Satagaj, Julia
Pastor & David Pastor in loving memory of Selma Pastor

STAINED GLASS WINDOW

Ellen Zucker, Jeffrey Zucker and David Zucker,
in loving memory of Arlene Levenson

MEMORIAL PLAQUE FUND

Mike Harris for mother, Esther Schimmel, father, William Harris
& step-father, Herb Schimmel

Early appointments available for
Bar/Bat-Mitzvah’s or Weddings.
Offering Color, Cutting, Styling, Keritan
Smoothing Treatments, Facials,
Face & Body Waxing and Eye Brow
Threading.
Bring this ad to receive 10% off any
service.
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Special events in the
spiritual journeys
of your family members
Capture the
moment!

(603) 759-0084
peter.in.peterborough@gmail.com











6 Mountain Laurels Dr. ~ Nashua, NH 03062
603.888.9000 ~ www.skymeadow.com

E
S
P

Employee Benefit
Strategies, LLC

Sky Meadow is the perfect facility to host your Bar or Bat
Mitzvah, Wedding, Golf outing or even a Corporate event. You
do not have to be a member, so please call or email for further
information.

Benefit Planning since 1962

Wendy Reed Johnson

Specializing in:
• Individual Health Insurance
• Group Life, Health &:Disability
• Dental Plans
• Medicare Coverage
100 Elm Street, PO Box 3405
Nashua, New Hampshire 03061

eprolman3@ft.newyorklife.com

Bus: (603) 882-8200 • l-800-639-4215
Bus: (603) 882-1850 • Fax: (603) 882-2910
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